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          WebViewer Version: 8.9.0

Do you have an issue with a specific file(s)?

All of the files having more than 1 page.

Can you reproduce using one of our samples or online demos?

Did not find any sample which is having this functionality.

Are you using the WebViewer server?

No.

Does the issue only happen on certain browsers?

Tested on chrome and it is not working there.

Is your issue related to a front-end framework?

Yes.

Is your issue related to annotations?

No,

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

When we go to Sign document section and try to select the fields which were added by using the Textbox or Initials button they are not selected by one after another using tab key.

Expected behavior: Select the next field added to the document.

Actual Behaviour: Go to some random item and select it.

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

	Upload a document having 2 pages.
	Add a signature field and a few textbox and initials fields on both of the pages.
	Try to select the textbox, and initial fields by just using the tab key.
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Advanced JavaScript samples - Sign App
	Create signature field and signature widget annotation using JavaScript - Creating a signature widget to accept initials
	JavaScript PDF Digital Signature Library - Sign App Sample
	Creating a signature field in a PDF using JavaScript

APIs:	Core. Tools - SIG_FORM_FIELD
	UI. VerificationOptions - certificates
	Core.Tools. SignatureCreateTool - addInitials()

Forums:	To clean signature canvas
	How to use html annotation
	Validating Signature Field on Web
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          Hi Danish,

Tabbing to select fields will not work for signature fields, as they require a click so the signature can be drawn.

Tabbing will select text fields and links on the document. If you are unable to use the tab to select text fields, please verify if the same issue exists on our demo: PDFTron WebViewer Demo: JavaScript PDF Viewer Demo

Best Regards,

Ahmad Moaaz

Software Developer

PDFTron Systems Inc.

www.pdftron.com
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